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Abstract 
Meinke, K., Universal algebra in higher types, Theoretical Computer Science 100 (1992) 385-417. 
We develop the elementary theory of higher-order universal algebra using the nonstandard 
approach to finite type theory introduced by Henkin. Basic results include: existence theorems 
for free and initial higher type algebras, a complete higher type equational calculus, and characteri- 
sation theorems for higher type equational and Horn classes. 
0. Introduction 
The methods and results of universal algebra pervade theoretical computer science. 
They can be found in every field where there arises an example of a function 
f:A,x.. .xA,+AactingonsetsA,,..., A,,, A. Applications of universal algebra 
are to be found in automata theory, data type theory, syntax and semantics of 
programming languages, theories of functional and relational programming, concur- 
rency theory, and the theories of program and hardware verification. A survey of 
universal algebra in computer science can be found in Meinke and Tucker [20]. 
In theoretical computer science, higher-order operations, i.e. operations defined 
on sets of functions or sets of sets, arise quite naturally. Examples may be found 
in domain theory Stoy [27], data type theory Maibaum and Lucena [16], Parsaye- 
Ghomi [25], Mijller [22,23], Broy [3], MSller et al. [24], functional programming 
Burstall et al. [4], Turner [29], Harper et al. [ll], relational programming Miller 
and Nadathur [21] and hardware verification Gordon [lo], Meinke and Tucker 
[ 191. Such higher-order operations give rise to higher-order algebraic structures. The 
theory of higher-order algebras turns out to be substantially different to the classical 
first-order theory as developed in e.g. Cohn [6]. While a number of contributions 
to the theory of higher-order algebras exist in the literature, e.g. PoignC [26], Miiller 
[22], there appears to be no systematic treatment of the higher-order case. In this 
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paper, we begin to develop a systematic account of the elementary theory of higher 
type algebraic structures. 
Typed A-calculi provide one framework for the study of higher type algebras. 
The correspondence between typed A-calculi and Cartesian closed categories then 
provides a natural starting point for a categorical treatment of higher type algebras, 
as in PoignC [26]. However an equally natural framework is provided by the language 
of the many-sorted predicate calculus, a framework usually known as simple or 
jinite type theory. This approach lies closer to the long tradition of higher-order logic 
as developed by Russell, Chwistek, Ramsey, Hilbert and Bernays, Church, Henkin 
and others. Historical surveys of finite type theory are Candy [S] and Hatcher [ 121. 
In mathematical logic, finite type theories have been extensively studied for their 
relationship with mathematical practise. A survey of proof theoretical investigations, 
including work on subsystems of second-order arithmetic, is Feferman [7]. The 
model theory of finite type theory is notoriously underdeveloped by reason of its 
close relationship with set theory. A useful survey of this model theory is Van 
Benthem and Doets [30]. The intractability of true higher-order model theory was 
the motivation for the general model theory of finite type theory, introduced in 
Henkin [ 131 in order to obtain completeness, compactness and Liiwenheim-Skolem 
Theorems. In this paper we shall avail ourselves of this general model theory, which 
turns out to be adequate for many of the needs of computer science. 
The organisation of the paper is as follows: Section 1 introduces the basic concepts 
and terminology for higher type universal algebra, with examples of free, initial 
and final higher type algebras. Section 2 establishes the role of extensionality and 
generalises the fundamental constructions and results for subalgebras, homomorph- 
isms, quotient algebras, direct and reduced products. In Section 3 we consider free 
higher type algebras and give an existence theorem for free algebras in classes of 
algebras. Section 4 introduces a sound and complete higher type equational calculus. 
Section 5 establishes characterisation theorems for higher type equational and Horn 
classes. Finally, in Section 6, we conclude with some general remarks about applica- 
tions of the theory in computer science. 
The prerequisites of this paper are a familiarity with elementary universal algebra 
and first-order model theory. (See for example Cohn [6] or our own Meinke and 
Tucker [20] and Chang and Keisler [5].) Wherever possible, we have attempted to 
make the paper self-contained. 
1. Higher type algebras 
We develop higher type universal algebra using the notation and terminology of 
many-sorted universal algebra. We adopt the notation of Meinke and Tucker [20]. 
A set S of sorts is any nonempty set. As usual, S* denotes the set of all words 
in the free monoid generated by S. The empty word is denoted by A and S’ = S* - {A } 
denotes the set of all nonempty words over S. An S-sorted signature 2 is an S” X S 
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indexed collection of disjoint sets 2 = {C,:, 1 w E S*, s E S}. For the empty word A 
and each sort s E S, each element c E Z‘,,, is a constant symbol of sort s. For each 
nonempty word w = s( 1) . . s(n) E S+ and each sort s E S, each element f~ Z,,, is 
a function symbol of domain type w, codomain type s and arity n. 
Let Z be an S-sorted signature. An S-sorted 2 algebra is an ordered pair (A, 21A), 
consisting of an S-indexed collection A = {A, (s E S} of carrier sets A, and an S” x S 
indexed collection 
of sets of constants and algebraic operations. For each sort s E S, Zf,.$ = { cA 1 c E Eh,F}, 
where cA E A, is a constant that interprets c in A,. For each w = s( 1) . . . s(n) E S+ 
and each sort s E S, Et,, = {fAIfc X,.,,}, where fA: A”‘+ A, is an operation with 
domain A”‘=A,(,,x.. .xA,,,,, and codomain A, which interprets f over A. As 
usual, we let A denote both a 2 algebra and its S-indexed family of carrier sets. 
If A = {A, 1 s E S} and B = {B, 1 s E S} are S-indexed collections of sets then the 
basic set-theoretic operations can be defined pointwise on A and B. Thus A fl B 
denotes the pointwise intersection A n B = {(A fl B), = A, fl B, 1 s E S}; A U B 
denotes {(A U B), = A, U B, / s E S} and A x B denotes {(A x B), = A, x B, I s E S}. 
These operations extend to an infinite family K = {A(i) I i E Z} of S-indexed sets 
A(i) in the obvious way. We let A c B denote pointwise inclusion, A, c B, for all 
s E S. Then A c B denotes the fact that A G B but A # B. When no ambiguity arises 
we let Id denote the unique S-indexed family of empty sets. The cardinality of A is 
measured by an S-indexed set of cardinals, JAI = {IA\% = IA<_l: s E S} and IAl G (BI 
denotes the fact that IAl5 d I Bl, f or each s E S. We let 4 : A --z B denote an S-indexed 
family of mappings 4 = {4c : A, + B, I s E S}. We say that 4 is injective (respectively 
surjective, bijective) if, and only if, each 4, is injective (respectively surjective, 
bijective). If C = {C, ( s E S} is an S-indexed collection of sets and 4 : A + B and 
I,!J: B + C are S-indexed families of mappings then $0 4 : A + C denotes the point- 
wise composition Cc, 04 = {( $0 4)\ = I/J, 0 4, : A, + C, I s E S}. 
We begin by giving rules of type formation for finite type theories. 
1.1. Definition. A type basis B is a nonempty set. The type hierarchy H(B) generated 
by a type basis B is the set H(B) = U,,,, H,,(B) of formal expressions built up 
inductively by 
and 
K+,(B) = H,(B) U {(c x T), (o- 7) I u, 7~ K(B)l. 
Each element (T E B is termed a basic type; each element (U x T) E H(B) is termed 
a product type and element ((T + T) E H(B) is termed a function type. 
We can assign an order to each type u E H(B) as follows: Each basic type u E B 
has order 0. If a, T E H(B) have order 171 and n respectively then (a x 7) has order 
max{ m, n} and (ff + T) has order max{ m, n} + 1. 
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A type structure S over a type basis B is a subset S G H(B), which is closed under 
subtypes in the sense that for any a, r E H(B), if (a+ 7) E S or (g x T) E S then both 
(T E S and r E S. We say that S is a basic type structure over B if, and only if, S G B. 
A type structure S over a basis B is said to be an nth-order type structure if, and 
only if, the order of each type u E S is strictly less than n. If there is no bound n E w 
on the order of all types (T E S then we say that S is an w-order type structure. Clearly 
S is first-order if, and only if, S contains no function types. 
The subtype closure property on type structures allows us to make definitions 
and prove statements, quantified over all members of a type structure, by induction 
on the complexity of types. 
In some treatments of finite type theory, e.g. Kreisel and Krivine [15], Takeuti 
[28], function types are augmented or replaced by powerset types. Thus if (T is a 
type then a( (T) is a powerset type. The choice between function spaces and powersets 
is not entirely a matter of convenience, significant technical differences emerge. For 
example the extensionality sentence for a powerset type cannot be expressed as a 
Horn sentence. As we shall see however, the extensionality sentence for a function 
type is an El Horn sentence. For algebra, function types seem most natural. The 
inclusion of product types is primarily for convenience. 
1.2. Definition. Let S be a type structure over a type basis B. An S-typed signature 
1 is an S-sorted signature such that for each product type (V x T) E S we have two 
unary projection operation symbols 
proj’f’xT’,fr E E,C,xT,,C,, proj’“““,‘E E,,,,,,,,. 
Also for each function type (u + r) E S we have a binary evaluation operation symbol 
eval CC’-T) E &<,‘Tkr,T. 
It would seem natural to include a pairing operation ( .)“rX7’~ Z~~r,(,rxT, for each 
product type (U x T) E S. However none of our results will require this assumption. 
To avoid the problems associated with empty carrier sets, we always assume that 
an S-typed signature X allows the formation of a closed term t E T(E),, for each 
u E S. If S is a basic type structure then an S-typed signature is just an S-sorted 
signature in the usual sense. In the sequel, when the subtypes (T and T are clear, 
we let proj’ and proj’ denote the projection operation symbols proj’“““,” and 
proj’“““~’ respectively. 
We can now introduce the intended interpretations of an S-typed signature 2‘. 
1.3. Definition. Let S be a type structure over a type basis B. Let E be an S-typed 
signature and A be an S-sorted 2 algebra. We say that A is cumulative if, and only 
if, for each product type (a x T) E S we have ACCTXT, G A,, x A,, and for each function 
type (a+ T) E S we have A,,,,,, s [A,, + A,], i.e. A,,,,., is a subset of the set of all 
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(total) functions from A, to A,. We say that A is an S-typed 2 algebra if, and only 
if, A is cumulative and for each product type (a x T) E S the operations 
proja : Ac,x,,+ A,, proji : AC,,,, + 4 
are the first and second projection mappings defined on each a = (a,, az) E ACC,XT, by 
projk(a) = aI, proja(a) = a2; 
furthermore, for each function type (C + r) E S, evalr+T): A,,,,., x A, + A, is the 
evaluation operation on the function space A,,,,, defined by 
evalF+” (a, n) = a(n) 
for each a E A,,,,,, and n E A,,. If A is an S-typed 2 algebra we say that A is complete 
if, and only if, for each product type (U x T) E S we have A,,,,, = A, x A,, and for 
each function type (a+ T) E S we have A,,,,,, = [A,+ A,]. 
We let Alg(2) denote the class of all S-sorted _E algebras and Alg,,,,(E) denote 
the subclass of all S-typed E algebras. 
If S is a basic type structure then an S-typed 2 algebra is just an S-sorted 2 
algebra in the usual sense. Thus higher type universal algebra includes the special 
case of many-sorted first-order universal algebra. The notion of an S-typed .Z algebra 
corresponds with the notion of a general model of a finite type theory in the sense 
of Henkin [13]. The notion of a complete S-typed 2 algebra corresponds with the 
notion of a standard model of a finite type theory. The existence of higher-order 
theories which are categorical with respect to standard models, e.g. PA’, Peano 
arithmetic with the second-order induction axiom, precludes the possibility of any 
completeness result for finite type theory with respect to standard models. Further- 
more, there exist consistent higher-order theories with no complete model, any 
consistent but o-inconsistent extension of PA’ provides an example. What is non- 
standard about a general model of a finite type theory is that we allow function 
types to be interpreted by arbitrary subsets of function spaces, having the requisite 
closure properties. This is the price we pay for completeness. As we shall see in 
Section 2, this generalisation brings us within the domain of first-order model theory. 
1.4. Examples. (i) Let S be a type structure over a type basis B. Let E be an S-typed 
signature and let X = {X, 1 Q E S} be an S-indexed collection of disjoint sets X, of 
variable symbols of type u. (We always assume that the sets X, are disjoint from 
each set Z,,, .) The S-typed Z term algebra T(I, X) is the 2 algebra with S-indexed 
family of carrier sets T(Z, X) = { T(E, X), ] (T E S}, where 
T(E, X), = {r] t E T(2, X),}. 
We define each element iE T(E, X), by induction on the complexity of types. For 
each basic type (T E S and each term t E T(2, X),, define i= t. For each product 
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type (a x 7) E S and each term t E T(Z, X)(Crxrj define 
___~ 
t= (proj’( t), proj’( t)). 
For each function type (a+ 7) ES and each term t E T(& X)(,,,,, define 
i: T(& X),, + T(I, X), on each t;, E T(Z, X), by 
-- 
t( t,) = ed’““‘( t, to). 
The constants and algebraic operations of T(I, X) are defined as follows: for 
each type u E S and each constant symbol c E IA,<,, define cm = C. For each type 
aES,each w=a(l)... a(n) E St, any function symbol f~ ,I$,.,, and any t, , . . . , t, E 
T(Z, X)w, define 
fP 7(L,X,(G,. . . > L) =f(f,, . . . > CT). 
Using the fact that t;, = t; if, and only if, to = t, , it is easily verified that T(I, X) is 
a well defined S-typed 2 algebra. In Section 2 we shall see that T(Z; X) arises as 
a special case of a general construction known as a collapsing construction. 
(ii) Let S be a type structure over a type basis B. Let 2 be an S-typed signature. 
The unit S-typed 2 algebra l(E) (unique up to isomorphism) is the algebra with 
singleton carrier sets 
l(E),, = {l<,I 
for each type UE S. We define the elements l,, by induction on the complexity of 
types. For each basic type (TE S, the element l,, is an arbitrarily chosen element. 
For each product type (ax T), define l,,,,,, = (l,,, 1,). For each function type 
(a+ 7) E S, define the element l,,,,,,: l(Z),, + l(Z), to be the unique mapping 
between the singleton sets l(2),, and l(X),. 
For each type c E S and each constant symbol c E I,,,r, define c,(~, = l,,. For each 
type P E S, each w = a( 1) . . . g(n) E S+ and each function symbol f~ I,,,,,, define 
fiC\)(l<,(I,, .‘. , L,n,)= l,,. 
- - 
As we shall see in Section 3, T(Z) = T(& 8) . 1s initial in the class A/g,,,(E) of 
all S-typed Z algebras and l(E) is final in this class. Each algebra T(Z, X) is free 
in Alg,,,(E) on X. 
2. Constructions on higher type algebras 
In this section we begin by introducing the first-order condition of extensionality 
on S-sorted E algebras, for any type structure S and S-typed signature 1. We show 
that the extensional 1 algebras are, up to isomorphism, precisely the S-typed JC 
algebras. Thus, for the purposes of algebra, the general model theory and first-order 
model theory of finite type theories are equivalent. Extensionality is t/3 axiomatisable 
but not universally axiomatisable. Thus, for example, the class of all extensional 
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S-sorted 2 algebras is not closed under the formation of subalgebras. In the 
remainder of the section we identify those constructions on 2 algebras which impose 
or preserve extensionality. 
In the sequel we consider a fixed, but arbitrarily chosen, type basis B, type 
structure S over B and S-typed signature 1. To avoid the complications associated 
with algebras having empty carrier sets of some sort, we assume that for every type 
u E S there exists a closed 2 term of type (T. Let X = {X, ( u E S} be an S-indexed 
collection of disjoint, infinite sets X,, of variables of sort cr. If t E T(E, X) is a 2 
term then Vurs( t) G X denotes the S-indexed collection of sets of variables occurring 
in 1. Recall the definition of the S-sorted first-order language Z(E, X), over 25 and 
X as the smallest set of formulas containing as atomic formulas, all equations (t = t’) 
for t, t’ E T(E, X),, and u E S, which is closed under the propositional connectives 
v, A, 1, a and quantifiers V, 3. If S is an nth-order (respectively w-order) type 
structure then .2(x, X) is said to be an nth-order (respectively w-order) language. 
The observation that a higher-order language can be viewed as a many-sorted, 
first-order language, admitting first-order (but typed) models, is the essential idea 
behind the completeness theorem of Henkin [13] for finite type theory. Recall too 
the satisfaction relation I= between E algebras and x(2, X) formulas, and the 
inference relation C between Y(.Z;, X) theories and formulas, obtained via the 
many-sorted first-order predicate calculus. If @G Z(E, X) is any set of formulas 
then AZg(& CD) denotes the class {AE Alg(I)IAb CD} of all models of @, and 
Alg,,,,,(E, @) denotes the class {A E A/g,,.,,(E)\ A+ @} of all S-typed models of @. 
2.1. Definition. Define the set Ext = ExtX of extensionalify axioms over 25 to be the 
set of all Z(2, X) sentences of the form 
VxVy(Vz(eval’““‘(x, 2) = euul(V+Ti)( y, z))=+x = y), 
for each function type (a+ T) E S, where x, y E Xt,,_r), z E X,,, together with all 
2(-Z, X) sentences of the form 
VxVy(proj’(x) =proj’(y) hproj’(x) =proj’(y)*x= y), 
for each product type ((T x T) E S, where x, y E Xc_T). 
We say that a E algebra A is extensional if, and only if, A k Ext. We let A/g,,,(x) 
denote the class Alg(Z, Ext) of all extensional 2 algebras, and AlgE,,(I, CD) denote 
the class AZg(Z, Cp U Ext) for any set @G Z’(Z, X) of formulas. 
Clearly every S-typed 2 algebra is extensional. However if A is an S-sorted 1 
algebra and Al= Ext it does not follow that A is an S-typed 2 algebra. Nevertheless, 
under the assumption of extensionality, the following collapsing construction gives 
an S-typed 2 algebra A which is isomorphic to A. 
2.2. Definition. Let A be an extensional S-sorted 2 algebra. The collapse of A is 
the S-typed 2 algebra A with S-indexed family of carrier sets A = {A, 1 u E S}, where 
A,, = { ti 1 a E A,}. 
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We define each element ti E A,, by induction on the complexity of types. For each 
basic type c E S and each u E A,,, define G = a. For each product type ((T x T-) E S 
and each a E A(,,,,,, define 
d = (projL(a), proja(a)). 
For each function type ((T-, r) E S and each a E A,,,,.,, define 5: A,, + A, on each 
a,~ A,, by 
a (a,) = evaly‘y-T’( a, a,,). 
The constants and algebraic operations of A are defined as follows. For each type 
CT E S and each constant symbol c E Xh,,r, define 
- 
cx= c,. 
For each g E S, each w = u(1) . . a(n) E S+, each function symbol f~ &.,, and for 
any a,, . . . , a, E A”, define 
f‘(~, . . , a,) =fa(a, 1. . . ,471. 
The well definedness of A as an S-typed ;I; algebra comes from the following 
proposition. 
2.3. Proposition. Let A be an extensional S-sorted 2 algebra. For each CT E S and anli 
a, a’E A,,, 
G=a’ e a=a’. 
Proof. By induction on the complexity of types. q 
2.4. Corollary. Let A be an extensional S-sorted 1 algebra. Then A, the collapse of 
A, is a well defined S-typed _I algebra. 
2.5. Lemma. Let A be an extensional S-sorted _I algebra. Then A = A. 
Proof. Define the S-indexed family of mappings C$ :A+ A by 
for each u E S and a E A,,. By Proposition 2.3, each $I is well defined, injective and 
clearly C$ is surjective. 
To check that C$ is a 2 homomorphism, consider any (TE S and any constant 
symbol c E I,,,,. Then 
4%,(G) = 4GI.J = CA. 
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Consider any u E S, any w = (T( 1) . . . a(n) E S+, any function symbol f~ E,,, and 
any a,,..., a,, E A”. Then 
&(fa(a,, . . ., a,)) = ddfa(~, 7.. .1 a,)) 
=.L(a,, . . . , an) 
=fn(4<,cl,m, ‘. . , &n,m). 
So Cp is a bijective 2 homomorphism. Hence A = A. 0 
An immediate consequence of Lemma 2.5 is the following representation theorem 
for extensional 2 algebras, first proved by Mostowski for models of set theory. (See 
for example Jech [14].) 
2.6. Collapsing Theorem (Mostowski). Let A be an S-sorted E algebra. Then A is 
isomorphic to an S-typed 1 algebra if, and only if, A is extensional. 
Proof. (-) Clearly for every S-typed 2 algebra B E Alg,,,,,(E) we have Bl= Ext. 
(+) If A is extensional then 2 is well defined as an S-typed 2 algebra and by 
Lemma 2.5, A = A. 0 
From the Collapsing Theorem it follows that, for the purposes of algebra, the 
general model theory and first-order model theory of finite type theory are equivalent. 
General model theory is simply based on a standard representation of extensional 
1 algebras as S-typed 2 algebras. This observation has several immediate 
consequences. 
2.7. Corollary. Let @ be any set of 3(x, X) formulas. Then every E algebra 
A E Alg(E, @ U Ext) is isomorphic to an S-typed 2 algebra B E Alg,>,,,(Z; @). 
The Completeness Theorem for finite type theory is an immediate consequence 
of the Completeness Theorem for the many-sorted first-order predicate calculus and 
Corollary 2.7. 
2.8. Completeness Theorem (Henkin [13]). Let @ be any set of .Y(E;, X) formulas 
and let 4 E Z(E, X) be any formula. Then 
@U Ext k$ e Alg,(E, @) I= 4. 
Proof. By the Completeness Theorem for the many-sorted first-order predicate 
calculus, 
@U Ext ‘c#~ - Alg(E, CPU Ext) b c$ e Alg,,(E, ~3) k 4 
by Corollary 2.7. 0 
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It is possible to work entirely within the framework of the general model theory 
of finite type theory. We can define appropriate subalgebra, product and quotient 
constructions which act on S-typed E algebras to give new S-typed 1 algebras. 
However, for the purposes of algebra, this approach is too concrete and has no 
advantage over the first-order approach which considers all extensional models and 
the usual algebraic constructions. 
In the remainder of this section we wish to identify those basic algebraic construc- 
tions which impose or preserve extensionality. Such constructions will be used to 
prove the existence of free algebras in classes of extensional algebras and to establish 
characterisation theorems for equational and equational Horn theories of finite type. 
Let A and B be 2 algebras. Recall that B is a 2 subalgebra of A if, and only if 
for each u E S, B,, s A,,, and for each constant symbol c E I*,,,,, cB = c,, ; also, for 
each UE S, each w = a( 1). . v(n) E S’, each function symbol f~ X,>,,, and any 
b,, . . , b, E B”‘, 
h(b,, . . . , h,) =,L,(h, . . . , &I. 
If B is a 2 subalgebra of A we write B c A. We also say that A is a 2 extension 
of B. If B s A and B f A then we say that B is a proper 2 subalgebra of A and 
write B<A. A class K of 1 algebras is said to be closed under the formation of 
.E subalgebras if, and only if, for any A, B E A/g(X), if A E K and B 8 A then B E K. 
A 1 algebra A is said to be minimal (or reachable or term generated) if, and 
only if, there exists no proper 2 subalgebra B <A. If K is any class of 2 algebras 
then Min( K) denotes the subclass of all minimal members of K, 
Min ( K ) = {A E K ) A is minimal}. 
Of course Min( K) may be empty. However if K is nonempty and closed under the 
formation of 2 subalgebras then every A E K has a minimal subalgebra B s A E K 
and in this case Min( K) is nonempty. 
We next observe that extensionality is El axiomatisable. The extensionality axiom 
for a product type (U x r) E S is universal while the extensionality axiom for a 
function type (a+ T) E S has the prenex normal form 
VxVy3z( eval (‘r+T’(x, z) = eua/“““( y, z)*x = y). (1) 
It is easily shown that the class of all extensional 1 algebras need not be closed 
under the formation of 1 subalgebras. Thus extensionality is ‘d3 axiomatisable but 
not universally axiomatisable. This observation leads us to formulate a more restric- 
ted notion of subalgebra and the corresponding closure condition on a class K of 
2 algebras. 
2.9. Definition. Let A and B be 1 algebras. We say that A is an extensional 2 
subafgebra of B if, and only if, A. <B and A I= Ext. If A is an extensional C 
subalgebra of B we write A s[_,, B. 
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Let K be any class of 2 algebras. We say that K is closed under the formation of 
extensional 2 subalgebras if, and only if, for any A, BE Alg(I), if A E K and 
BS Er, A then BE K. 
Clearly Alg,,,(Z) is closed under the formation of extensional .2 subalgebras. 
Let A={A(i)(iEZ} b e an Z-indexed family of 2 algebras, for some (possibly 
empty) indexing set I. Recall that the direct product of A, denoted by nril A(i) or 
simply nA, is the 2 algebra with S-indexed family of carrier sets nA. For each 
u E S and each constant symbol c E Eh,<,, 
For each nonempty word w = a( 1) . . (T(H) E S+ each (T E S, each function symbol 
f E -&,, and any a,, . . , a,, E nA”‘, 
fil,(a,, . . . , a,)(i)=fa,i,(a,(i),.. ., a,(i)). 
If A=8 then DA is a unit 2 algebra, termed the empty direct product. A class K 
of 1 algebras is said to be closed under the formation of direct products if, and 
only if, whenever A = {A(i) E K 1 i E I} is any Z-indexed family of E algebras in K 
(including the empty family) then nA E K. If K is closed under the formation of 
direct products then K must be nonempty since K admits the unit algebra n0. We 
say that K is closed under the formation of nonempty direct products if, and only 
if, whenever A is a nonempty set of 2 algebras in K then RAE K. 
Observe that the extensionality sentence (1) above is a V3 Horn sentence. Further- 
more, the extensionality axiom for each product type (a x T) is a universal Horn 
sentence. Indeed both types of formulas are strict or positive Horn sentences. Since 
Horn formulas are preserved under the formation of direct products, it follows that 
the direct product of any set of extensional E algebras is extensional. 
More interesting is the case of homomorphic images and quotient algebras. Let 
A and B be 2 algebras. Recall that a 2 homomorphism from A to B is an S-indexed 
family of mappings 4 : A + B such that for each u E S and each constant symbol 
c E &,rr, cn = &,( c,); for each P E S, each nonempty word w = U( 1) . . . a(n) E S’, 
any function symbol f E Ew,,, and any a,, . . . , a,, E A”‘, 
ddfa(al,. , a,,)) =fddhTclda,), . . ., 4+,(a,)). 
Recall the definitions of 2 monomorphism (or embedding), 2 epimorphism and E 
isomorphism as respectively injective, surjective and bijective 1 homomorphisms. 
If A and B are isomorphic we write A = B. We say that B is a homomorphic image 
of A if, and only if, there exists a 2 epimorphism 4 : A + B. A class K of 2 algebras 
is said to be closed under the formation of homomorphic images if, and only if, 
for any 2 algebras A and B, if A E K and B is a homomorphic image of A then 
BE K. We say that K is closed under the formation of isomorphic images if, and 
only if, for any 2 algebras A and B, if A E K and B = A then B E K. 
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It is easily shown that the class of all extensional E algebras need not be closed 
under the formation of homomorphic images. This observation leads us to formulate 
a more restricted notion of homomorphic image and the corresponding closure 
condition on a class K of 1 algebras. 
2.10. Definition. Let A and B be E algebras. We say that B is an extensional 
homomorphic image ofA if, and only if, B is a homomorphic image of A and B b Ext. 
Let K be any class of 1 algebras. We say that K is closed under the formation of 
extensional homomorphic images if, and only if, for any A E K and BE Alg(Z), if 
B is an extensional homomorphic image of A then BE K. 
Obviously AlgE,,(2) is closed under the formation of extensional homomorphic 
images. Note that if K G Alg,,,(E) is an extensional class closed under the formation 
of extensional homomorphic images then K is closed under the formation of 
isomorphic images. 
Let A be a .Z algebra. Recall that a 1 congruence = on A is an S-indexed family 
{ = ,, 1 (T E S} of equivalence relations = (, on A,, satisfying the substitutivity condition 
a, -<r(l) 6, 8~. . . 8~ a, =<r(,,) b,, * .L(a,, . . , a,,) -,,_L(h,. . . , b,) 
foreacha~S,w=a(l)...~(n)ES+,fE~,,.,,andanya,,b,EA, ,,,, fori=l,..., n. 
Recall the usual construction of the quotient algebra A/- as the 2 algebra with 
S-indexed family of carrier sets A/- = {(A/-),, = A,,/-,,) (T E S}. The constants 
and algebraic operations of A/= are defined as follows: for each UE S and each 
constant symbol c E I*,,,, 
CA,_ = c*/=; 
for each nonempty word w = a( 1) . . . a(n) E S’, each a E S, each function symbol 
f E -X:<, and any a,, . . . , a,, E A” 
f&_(a,/=, . . . , a,/=) =fA(a,). . ) a,,)/=. 
We let Con(A) denote the set of all E congruences on a 2 algebra A. A class K 
of 1 algebras is said to be closed under the formation of quotients if, and only if, 
for any 2 algebra A, if A E K and = is a 2 congruence on A then A/= E K. 
Recall too the natural mapping nat”’ : A + A/ =” associated with any 1 congruence 
-‘I, which is the 2 epimorphism defined by nat$(a) = a/--‘“, for each u E S and 
each a E A,. The kernel =I’ associated with a .E homomorphism 4 : A + B is the 2 
congruence on A defined by a = z a’ if, and only if, 4,r(a) = ~$,,(a’), for any u E S 
and a, a’~ A,,. 
Just as the class AlgF.,,(I), of all extensional 2 algebras, need not be closed 
under the formation of homomorphic images, so Alg,,,(Z) need not be closed under 
the formation of quotients. Which congruences on a E algebra A yield extensional 
quotient algebras? To answer this question we introduce the following extensionality 
condition for 1 congruences. 
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2.11. Definition. Let A be a 1 algebra and = be a 2 congruence on A. Then E is 
an extensional 2 congruence on A if, and only if, = satisfies the following two 
conditions: (i) for each product type ((TX T) E S and any a, 6 E A,,,,,, if 
projk(a) =,,proj\(b) and proj’,(a) -.proja(b) then a =((TXTI b; and, (ii) for each 
function type ((T + r) E S and any a, b E A,,,,,, , if eualj;““( a, n) = T eualy-‘I( b, n) 
for all n E A, then a -(v_TI b. We let Con,,,(A) denote the set of all extensional 2 
congruences on A. 
A class K of 2 algebras is said to be closed under the formation of extensional 
quotients if, and only if, for any 2 algebra A, if AE K and = is an extensional 22 
congruence on A then A/= E K. 
Clearly, for any extensional 1 algebra A, the null congruence, i.e. the S-indexed 
family { =LT 1 c E S} of equality relations = r, on A,,, is an extensional 1 congruence 
on A. For any .X algebra A, the unit congruence A’= {A,, x A,, 1 UE S} is an 
extensional 2 congruence on A. Thus for any 2 algebra A the set Con,,,(A) is 
nonempty. 
2.12. Proposition. Let A be a 2 algebra, B be an extensional 2 algebra and 4 : A + B 
be a C epimorphism. Then the kernel sd of 4 is an extensional 1: congruence on A. 
Proof. We need only show that =’ is extensional. Consider any product type (a x T) 
and a, b E A,,,,,,. Suppose 
projL(a) = $ proji( b) and proj’,(a) 3 f’ proja( b). 
Then 
proM4 rrxr)(a)) =proM+,&b)) 
and 
proj’,(+ (rrxrI(a)) =proj’,(&,,,,,(b)). 
Since B E Ext then 4(c,X,,(a) = 4,(,XTI(b). Therefore a =$xr) 6. 
Consider any function type ((T+ r) E S and a, b E A,,,,,,. Suppose that for 
all n E A,,, 
evalF”‘( a, n) = f evalY”‘( b, n). 
Then for all n E A,, 
evalZ;r-T’( 4 (,-,(a), 4,,(n)) = eualF”‘(4c~,+,J(b), 4,(n)). 
Since 4 is surjective and B + Ext then &v_T,(a) = +,_T)(b). So a =$,_71 b. Thus =’ 
is extensional. 0 
We can now characterise those congruences on a C algebra A which yield quotient 
algebras that are extensional. 
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2.13. Theorem. Let A be a 1 algebra and = be a 2 congruence on A. Then A/= is 
extensional if and only iA = is extensional. 
Proof. (%) Suppose A/- is extensional. Let nat : A + A/= be the natural mapping. 
Since nat is an epimorphism, by Proposition 2.12, = is an extensional 2 congruence 
on A. 
(+) Suppose = is extensional. We must show that A/= is extensional. Consider 
any product type (a x r) and a, b E A(,,,,,. Suppose 
proji,,(a/=) =projfq,,(b/=) and proj&,(a/=) =proj’,,,(b/-) 
Then 
proji(a) =,,projL(b) and proji(a) -.proji(b). 
So by the extensionality of = we have a -(t,XTI b, i.e. a/- = b/s. 
Consider any function type (u + T) and any a, b E A,,,,,, Suppose that for all 
n/E E (A/=), we have 
evalz,Y’(a/=, n/G) = eualy,“l’,“(b/ =, n/G). 
Then for all n E A,, 
evalF+“( a, n) -7 evalFJT)( b, n). 
By the extensionality of =, it follows that a -CC,_TI b, i.e. a/= = b/s. Therefore 
A/- is extensional. q 
2.14. Proposition. Let K be any class of E algebras which is closed under theformation 
of isomorphic images. Then K is closed under theformation of extensional homomorphic 
images tx and only iJ; K is closed under the formation of extensional quotients. 
Proof. (a) Suppose K is closed under the formation of extensional homomorphic 
images. Consider any A E K and any extensional congruence = on A. By Theorem 
2.13, A/= is extensional and the natural mapping nat: A + A/= is a 2 epimorphism. 
Thus A/= E K. Therefore K is closed under the formation of extensional quotients. 
(e) Suppose K is closed under the formation of extensional quotients. Consider 
any A E K and BE Alg,,,(E) and suppose there exists a 2 epimorphism 4 : A + B. 
By Proposition 2.12, =+ . 1s an extensional congruence on A. So A/=* k Ext and 
hence A/=’ E K. However B = A/=“’ and so B E K. Thus K is closed under the 
formation of extensional homomorphic images. 0 
Recall that if z0 and =’ are congruences on a 2 algebra A such that =’ c =I’ 
then we can form the factor congruence =*“’ on A/=@ defined by 
2.15. Proposition. Let A be a E algebra. Let = ’ be a 2 congruence on A and = * be 
an extensional 2 congruence on A such that =’ G =“. Then =“’ is an extensional 2 
congruence on A/ = H. 
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Proof. By the Second Homomorphism Theorem (A/= ‘)I+” = A/=*. Since =4 
is extensional, by Theorem 2.13, A/ -’ is extensional. Therefore (A/ = “)/ = “’ is 
extensional. So again by Theorem 2.13, =*” is extensional. 0 
2.16. Proposition. Let A be a 2 algebra and { =i 1 i E Z} a nonempty set of extensional 
2 congruences on A. Then nit, = ’ is an extensional 2 congruence on A. 
Proof. Let - be nii, =‘. We need only show that = is extensional. Consider any 
product type (ax T) E S and any a, b E Ac,,x7). Suppose that proja(a) -,proj>(b) 
and proj’,(a) =Tproji(b). Then, for each i E I, we have proji(a) = 1, proja(b) and 
proj’,(a) = L proj’,( b). Since each si is extensional, a =;(,xIj b for each i E I. Thus 
a E(<,X,) b. 
Consider any function type (u + T) E S and any a, b E A,,,,,,. Suppose 
evalz+T’( a, n) = T eval$‘+“( b, n), 
for all n E A,. Then evaZ$‘-T’(a, n) = : eval$‘“’ (b, n), for all i E I and n E A,. Since 
each si is extensional, a =~_~I b for each ig I. Thus a =(_Tj b. Therefore = is 
extensional. 0 
2.17. Definition. Let A be a E algebra and X = {X, c A, x A, 1 CT E S} be any S- 
indexed collection of sets of ordered pairs. The extensional 2 congruence generated 
by X is the congruence 
cgZX’(X) =n {- E Con,,,(A)lX c -}. 
The existence of cgzx’(X) ’ g IS uaranteed since the unit congruence on A contains 
X. The extensionality of cgAE’;‘(X) follows from Proposition 2.16. Clearly if X G Y 
then cgF’(X) G cgs;“‘( Y). Also for any extensional 2 congruence = on A, cgy(=) 
is =. The extensional 1 congruence generated by X can be defined inductively as 
follows. 
2.18. Definition. Let A be a 2 algebra and X = {X,, E A,, x A, 1 (TE S} be any 
S-indexed collection of sets of ordered pairs. Define 
XA={X~,c_A,xA,Ia~S}, 
for each ordinal h E Ord by transfinite induction. 
For the initial ordinal 0 and for each UE S, 
X”, = X, U {(a, b) E &I (b, a) E X,lU ((0, a) E A:] a E A,,). 
For each successor ordinal A + 1 and each u E S, 
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T:,={(u, c)~Af,l(a, b),(b,c)~Xiforsome bEA,} 
O::={(.L(u,,.. ., u,),fA(b,,. . . ,b,,))~Af,(w=a(l)...(~(n)~S+, 
fez’,.,,, and(a,,b,)EX~(i,forl~i~n}; 
for each basic type u E S, Et, = (d; for each product type (a x T) E S, 
E” (<,x7, = {(u, b) E A:<,x,,l (proh(u),proj;(b)) E: X:‘,, 
(projX(u), proj?t(b)) E X:1; 
for each function type (a- 7) E S, 
-%T, = {(a, b) E A;,,,,,( (euul~-‘(a, n), evul’A”“(b, n))~ X: 
for all n E A,}. 
For each limit ordinal A, 
x”= I._) x’“. 
&‘ ‘4 
We let X” denote UhCOrd X”. 
2.19. Proposition. For any 1 algebra A and any X E A x A, 
cg,s”(X) =X”. 
Proof. To prove that cg:“(X) G X” it is easily shown that X” is an extensional 
congruence on A such that X G X”. 
To show that X”G cgy(X) consider any extensional 2 congruence = on 
such that X L =. It suffices to show X”c =. It is easily shown, by transfinite 
induction, that for all A E Ord, X” E =. Since = was arbitrarily chosen, X” G 
cgZ”‘( X). 0 
We leave it to the reader to complete the proof that Con,,,(A) is a complete 
lattice, for any 2 algebra A. Note that in general Con,,,(A) is not a sublattice of 
Con(A), the lattice of all ,I5 congruences on A, since the supremum in Con(A) of 
a family of extensional congruences need not be extensional. 
Recall that a (proper) filter F on a nonempty set I is a nonempty collection of 
subsets of I, not containing the empty set, which is closed under finite intersections 
and supersets. An ultrafilter on I is a maximal filter on Z under the partial ordering 
of filters by inclusion. If A = {A(i) 1 i E I} . IS an I-indexed family of 2 algebras then 
F induces a 2 congruence =F on HA defined by 
u-<Tb w {iEIJu(i)=b(i)}EF, 
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for each u E S and any a, b E nACT. The reduced product of A by F is the quotient 
algebra nA/ = ‘. If F is an ultrafilter then the reduced product nA/ = F is termed 
an ultraproduct. A class K of 2 algebras is said to be closed under the formation 
of reduced products (respectively ultraproducts) if, and only if, for every nonempty 
set Z, every filter (respectively ultrafilter) F over I and every I-indexed family 
A = {A(i) E K ) i E I} of algebras in K, we have nA/ 2 F E K. 
3. Free higher type algebras 
Let K be any class of 2 algebras. Let F be any 2 algebra (not necessarily in K) 
and let X c F be any S-indexed collection of subsets of F. Recall that F is said to 
be free for K on X if, and only if, for each algebra A E K and each S-indexed 
collection of mappings (Y : X + A there exists a unique 2 homomorphism Cu : F + A 
which agrees with (Y on X, i.e. for each CE S the following diagram commutes 
where i,, : X,, + F,, is the inclusion mapping. The S-indexed family X is termed the 
family of (collections of) free generators for F, and F is said to be freely generated 
by X. If FE K and F is free for K on X then we say that F is free in K on X. If 
F is free for (respectively in) K and B then there exists a unique 2 homomorphism 
from F to each algebra A E K and F is said to be initial for (respectively in) K. 
Recall the category theoretic dual concept of a final algebra. If F is free for K on 
X c F and (Y :X + A is any mapping then we let 6 : F + A denote the unique 
homomorphic extension of (Y. Free algebras have the following two important 
properties. 
3.1. Theorem. Let K be any class of 2 algebras and A E K and FE AZg(2) be any 2 
algebras. If F is free for K on X and (XI 3 (A\ then A is a homomorphic image of F. 
3.2. Theorem. Let K be any class of 2 algebras and let F, F’ E K be free in K on X 
and X’ respectively. If IX\= IX’1 then F = F’. 
We shall consider the existence and construction of free extensional 2 algebras. 
3.3. Proposition. For any S-indexed family X = {X, I CT E S} of sets X, of variables, 
T(C, X) k Ext. 
Thus T(.Z, X) is free in Alg,,,(E) on X, in particular T(E) is initial in AlgEx,(E). 
Proof. Trivial. 0 
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Clearly every unit 1 algebra is extensional and hence final in Alg,,,(I). 
Recall the concrete construction of free 2 algebras for a non empty class K of 
2 algebras. Let X = {X,, ( UE S} be any S-indexed collection of sets of variables. 
Define the S-indexed family of binary relations =k = {= ,F / v E S} on T(I, X) as 
follows. For any UE S and t, t’E T(2, X), define 
t 3 cF t’ if, and only if, (Y,,,(r) = &( t’) 
for every A E K and every assignment a : X +A. Let TK(Z,X)= T(.I,X)/E~. A 
basic result of universal algebra is that TK (I, X) is free for K on X. Furthermore, 
by a result of Birkhoff [2], a sufficient condition for TK(lr, X) to be a member of 
K, i.e. free in K on X, is that K be closed under the formation of isomorphic 
images, subalgebras and direct products. Unfortunately, as we have already observed 
in Section 2, classes of extensional 1 algebras need not be closed under the formation 
of 2 subalgebras. Which classes of extensional E algebras contain free algebras? 
We must examine the construction of free algebras more carefully. 
3.4. Definition. Let K be any nonempty class of 2 algebras. Let X = {X,, ) CT E S} 
be any S-indexed collection of sets of variables. Define the S-indexed family of 
binary relations =k =(-~~]~ES} on T(Z,X) by 
^- K = n{= E Con,,,( T(2, X)) ( T(Z; X)/E embeds in some A E K}. 
3.5. Lemma. There exists an S-indexed family K of cardinals such that for every 
S-indexed famil_y X of sets of variables and every nonempty class K of extensional 1 
algebras, if /X/Z K then = K and = K are identical extensional C congruences 
on T(.Z, X). 
Proof. It is easily shown that 
=k =n{= E Con(T(1, X))l T(.E,X)/= embedsinsome AE K} 
and hence = k c = K. We need only show = K _ c zK. 
For each cr E S, choose K,, to be an infinite cardinal such that 
where r E F(V) if, and only if, 7 E S is a function type r = ((T’+ T’) and (T’ = u. 
Suppose 1x13 K. Consider any 7’~ S and t,,, t, E T(Z, X),.. Suppose t,, z p t,. Then 
there exists = E Con( T(2, X)) such that T(Z; X)/E embeds in some A E K and 
We must show that there exists = E Con,,, (T(2, X)) such that T(2, X)/- embeds 
in some A E K and to f,’ t, . 
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Let E : T(.Z;, X)/ = + A be an embedding into some A E K and let nut: T(E, X) + 
T(E, X)/ = be the natural mapping. For each (T E S, we partition X,, into w disjoint 
subsets Xa, for n E w, each of cardinality K,, with Vurs(t,), U Vurs( t,), c_ Xf,. We 
then define a sequence of assignments 
p”: u X”‘+A 
msn 
for each n E W, by induction on n. For any w E S and x E Xy, define 
p”,(x) = & 0 nut,(x). 
For each n 2 0 and (T E S define pr” so that it agrees with /3J on lJmG,, Xz. 
Furthermore, for any TE S, if (c+ T) E S and there exist t, t’~ T(E, lJmG, Xm)(c,_7) 
with 
- - 
P” (,+4(t) f Pn(rr’T)(r’) 
then pz” is defined so that there exists x E XE+’ such that 
- - 
UJUlF”‘( p” (crr-,,(r), P:+‘(x)) # eual’A”“(p”,,-,,(t’), PZ+‘(x)). 
Such an assignment is possible by the choice of K, and the fact that A is extensional. 
Finally, define p :X + A by 
Consider the subalgebra B = p( T(E, X)) G A. By the construction of /3, it follows 
that B is extensional. For consider any product type ((T x 7) E S and f, t’ E 
T(-Y X)(c,x7). Swpose 
~v~~(P~ ,xTdf)) =~~~j~GLx.~(~‘)) 
and 
pro&P; ,,X7Lf)) =proj3&c,x,,(t’)). 
By the extensionality of A, we have &c,rx,,(t) = /? ((,x7)( t’). Consider any function 
type (a+ T) E S and t, t’E T(I, X),,,,,. Suppose 
Then there exists n E w such that Vur.s( t) U Vurs( t’) c lJ,_ X”. So by the construc- 
tion of /3 there exists x E XE+’ such that 
Also by the definition of X0 and construction of p we have &( to) # /?,.,( t,). So 
B< Er, A and p: T(E, X) + B is a 2 epimorphism. Therefore by Proposition 2.12, 
the kernel cp 
T(E, X)/=P 
of p is extensional. By the First Homomorphism Theorem, 
embeds in A E K and to 2: t, _ It follows that zK _ CZK . 
The extensionality of = K, and hence = K, follows from Proposition 2.16. 0 
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3.6. Corollary. There exists an S-indexed family K of cardinals such that for every 
S-indexed family X of sets of variables and every nonempty class K of extensional 2 
algebras, tf 1x12 K then TK (2, X) is extensional and free for K on X. 
The careful construction of -’ allows a suitable weakening of the closure 
conditions on K under which K admits TK (I, X). 
3.7. Theorem. There exists an S-indexed family K of cardinals such that for every 
S-indexed family X of sets of variables and every nonempty class K of extensional 1 
algebras which is closed under the formation of isomorphic images, nonempty direct 
products and extensional subalgebras, if 1x12 K then 
TK(E, X)E K. 
Proof. Choose K so that = K and =K are identical extensional E congruences on 
T(I‘, X) for any S-indexed family X of sets of variables with (Xl 2 K. By Lemma 
3.5, such a K exists. Then 
TK(& X)= T(Z, X)/s” = T(E, X)/z”, 
where -K =n C and 
C = {- E ConEr,( T(JZ, X)) 1 T(I, X)/c embeds in some A E K}. 
Let I be any indexing set for C so that zK = n,E , =‘. By a basic result on subdirect 
products, there exists a 2 embedding 
F: T(E, X)/z” -ali, UT x)l-8. 
For each ic I, T(E, X)/-l embeds in some AE K. By Theorem 2.13, T(2, X)/E’ 
is extensional and since K is closed under the formation of isomorphic images and 
extensional subalgebras, T(& X)/E’ E K. Since K is closed under the formation 
of nonempty direct products, n,,,T(& X)/-j E K. By Lemma 3.5, zK is extensional, 
and so T(Z, X)/z K is extensional. Since e embeds T(C, X)/E” inn,<-, T(E, X)/c’ 
and K is closed under the formation of isomorphic images and extensional sub- 
algebras, T(Z, X)/E” E K. Thus 
TK(2, X)E K. 0 
In particular, in the case where S and each E:,;, E E are at most countably infinite, 
the proof of Lemma 3.5 indicates that there exists a free extensional .Z algebra 
TK (2, X) E K on countably infinite generator sets X,, when K satisfies the closure 
conditions of Theorem 3.7. However the lower bound on K given by the cardinality 
of 2 and S is not necessarily optimal. For example, we shall see in Section 4 that 
if K is an extensional equational class it suffices that K,, = No for each UC S, 
irrespective of the cardinality of 2 and S. 
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Unfortunately, Theorem 3.7 provides no information about the existence of initial 
algebras. Proposition 3.3 indicates that the class Alg,,,(t;) admits an initial algebra, 
namely T(E). However this turns out to be unusual; most subclasses of Alg,,(X), 
for example subclasses satisfying some set E of equations, do not admit initial 
algebras. Nevertheless a subclass K E Alg,,,(X) satisfying the closure conditions 
of Theorem 3.7, which admits a minimal algebra, does admit a minimal algebra 
which approximates the properties of an initial model. The important observation 
is the following. 
3.8. Lemma. Let K be any nonempty class of minimal, extensional 2 algebras. Then 
=K and zK are identical extensional 2 congruences on T(2). 
Proof. Clearly = K G = K by similar reasoning to Lemma 3.5. Thus we need only 
show that = K E = K. Consider any (TE S and t, t’c T(Z),,. Suppose t 2,: t’. Then 
for every = E Cone\-,( T(2)) such that T(X)/= embeds in some AE K, we have 
t scr t’. We must show that t = t t’. Suppose, for a contradiction, t 2,: t’. Then for 
some AE K we have 
e,,(t) # &At’), 
where Cw : T(2) + A is the valuation mapping which is, by minimality of A, a 2 
epimorphism with kernel =‘. By Proposition 2.12, 3’ is an extensional _Z con- 
gruence. By the First Homomorphism Theorem, 
T(Z)/=“=G(T(Z))=A. 
So T(I)/= ’ embeds in A. Furthermore, t Z E t’ which contradicts t = z t’. Thus 
t - ,t t’. It follows that zK _ c-K. 0 
Let K be any class of 2 algebras. Recall that Min(K) = {A E K 1 A is minimal}. 
3.9. Corollary. Let K be any nonempty class of extensional 2 algebras. If K admits 
a minimal algebra then TMi,,(Kj(X) is initial for Min( K). 
We shall term T M,ncK ,(E) the initial extensional model to emphasise the fact that 
it is initial in a much weaker sense. 
3.10. Theorem. Let K be any nonempty class of extensional 2 algebras which is closed 
under the formation of isomorphic images, nonempty direct products and extensional 
subalgebras. If K admits a minimal algebra then TMinr K j (2) is initial in Min(K). 
Proof. Suppose K admits a minimal algebra. By Lemma 3.8, 
TMincKj(t;) = T(~)/E~“‘(~)= T(~)/z~““~). 
The remainder of the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.7. 0 
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4. Higher type equational logic 
The completeness theorem for single-sorted equational logic is due to Birkhoff 
[2]. The problems of the many-sorted case, i.e. the possibility of an empty carrier 
set for some sort, and a solution were considered in Goguen and Meseguer [9]. We 
avoid the problems of the many-sorted case here by the simple assumption that we 
can form a closed 2 term of each type (T E S. 
The Completeness Theorem 2.8 provides a sound and complete calculus for finite 
type theories with respect to extensional models. However, in Theorem 2.8 the 
extensionality axioms of Ext must be added to the axiom system @, and these are 
clearly not equations. Furthermore, in general, for any equational theory E there 
is no purely equational extension E s E’ such that AEg(I, E’) = Afg(& E U Ext), 
since the homomorphic image of an extensional algebra need not be extensional. 
We show that, even in the absence of an equational axiomatisation of extensionality, 
it is possible to extend the deduction rules of equational logic with purely equational 
rules which are sound and complete with respect to extensional 1, E algebras. 
In the remainder of this section let X = {X, 1 (T E S} be an S-indexed collection 
of disjoint, infinite sets X,, of variable symbols of type V. We let Eqn(2, X), denote 
the set of all equations over .E and X of type (T and Eqn(2, X) = UIrCS Eqn(Z; X),,. 
An equation t = t’E Eqn(& X) is said to be ground if, and only if, t and t’ have no 
free variables. An equational theory over LY and X is a set of equations E G 
Eqn(& X). A class K of 1 algebras is said to be an extensional equational class if, 
and only if, K = Alg,,,(& E) for some equational theory E s Eqn(2, X). If K is 
any class of 2 algebras then EqnK (2, X) = {e E Eqn(2, X)1 K k e} denotes the 
equational theory of K. 
4.1. Definition. The deduction rules of higher type equational logic are the following: 
(i) For any type c E S and any term t E T(2, X),,, 
t=t 
is a reflexivity rule. 
(ii) For any type UE S and any terms t,, t, E T(2, X),,, 
t,= t, 
t, = to 
is a symmetry rule. 
(iii) For any type u E S and any terms t,, t,, t2 E T(2, X),, 
to= t,. t, = t2 
is a transitivity rule. 
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(iv) For each type CTE S, any terms f, t’~ T(Z, X),, any type 7~ S, any variable 
symbol x E X, and any terms to, t, E T(2, X),, 
t = t’. to= t, 
t[xl to1 = t’[xl t,l 
is a substitution rule. 
(v) For each product type (V x T) E S and any terms to, t, E T(Z, X),,,,,, 
proj’(t0) =proj’(t,), proj’( to) = proj’( t,) 
to= t, 
is a projection rule. 
(vi) For each function type (a-+ 7) E S, any terms to, t, E T(& X),,,,, and any 
variable symbol x E X,, not occurring in to or t, , 
eval (“+T)( to, x) = eval’““‘( t, , x) 
is an evaluation rule. 
Note that in each of the above deduction rules, both the conclusion and each of 
the premises is an equation. 
By a (finitary) proof of an equation e E Eqn(E, X) from a set EC_ Eqn(2, X) of 
equations using the deduction rules of higher type equational logic, we mean a 
finitely branching rooted tree P of finite depth with each node n labelled by an 
equation e, E Eqn(2, X) such that the root of P is labelled by e, and for each node 
n in P, either n has no antecedent nodes and e, E E is an axiom, or n has exactly 
k antecedent nodes m,, . . . , m,+ and 
is a deduction rule of higher type equational logic. (In the sequel we also wish to 
consider infinitary proofs using infinitary deduction rules.) 
The deduction rules of higher type equational logic induce an inference relation 
t between equational theories E E Eqn (I, X) and equations e E Eqn (2, X), defined 
by E F e if, and only if, there exists a proof of e from E using the deduction rules 
of higher type equational logic. 
Recall that the proof of Birkhoff’s Completeness Theorem rests on the construction 
of an equationally generic model, namely the term algebra T(E, X) factored by the 
relation of provable equivalence between terms. To establish a similar completeness 
result for higher type equational logic, let E G Eqn(2, X) be any set of equations 
over 2 and X. Define the S-indexed family =E = {- ,” 1 (T E S} of binary relations 
-f on the term algebra T(2, X) by 
t=ft’@ Ef-tt-t’, 
for each type (TE S and any terms t, t’E T(Z; X),. 
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4.2. Lemma. Let E E Eqn(& X) be any equational theory. Then =’ is an extensional 
2 congruence on T(& X). 
Proof. We need only show that = ’ is extensional. Consider any product type 
(u x T) E S and any terms t,,, t, E T(Z, X),,,,,,. Suppose proj’( t,,) = ,F proj’( t,) and 
proj’( t,,) = f proj’( t,). Then E E proj’( f,) = proj’( t,) and E k proj’( ta) = proj’( t,). So 
by the projection rule E t t,, = t, and thus t,, = E,xT, t, . 
Consider any function type (v- 7) E S and any terms t,, t, E T(Z, X),,,,,,. Sup- 
pose eval (-(t”) t) zr eva/‘““’ (t,, 1) for each term t E T(Z, X),,. Since X,, is 
infinite, for some x E X,, not occurring in t,, or f, we have 
eval 
((r-7) (t,, x) = ,” eval’““‘( t, , x) 
Therefore E E eval’““‘( t,,, x) = eval”““( t,, x). Thus by the evaluation rule 
E E t,, = t, and hence f,, = E,_,, t, . So = E is extensional. 0 
4.3. Completeness Theorem. Let E G Eqn(Z, X) be any equational theory. For any 
equation e E Eqn(& X), 
E t- e @ AlgF,,(Z, E) k e. 
Proof. (+) It is a routine exercise to prove, by induction on the length of proofs, 
that if E k e then Algt-,,(& E) k e, i.e. the deduction rules of higher type equational 
logic are sound. 
(+) Suppose E bL e. By Lemma 4.2, T(Z;, X)/E” is a well-defined extensional .E 
algebra. It is easily established that for any equation e E Eqn(Z, X), 
T(Z,X)/sF I= e e Eke. 
Thus T(& X)/s” k E but T(& X)/s” # e and so AlgEx,(Z, E) if e, i.e. the deduc- 
tion rules of higher type equational logic are complete. 0 
Augmenting the deduction rules of the many-sorted conditional equational cal- 
culus with the projection and evaluation rules above gives a higher type conditional 
equational calculus which is sound and complete for the class of all extensional 
models of any higher type conditional equational theory. We leave the proof of this 
result as an exercise for the reader. Note that a higher-order inequational calculus 
and its completeness theorem can be found in Moller [23], from which Theorem 
4.3 can be derived as a special case. 
For any equational theory E E Eqn(Z, X), the class AlgE,,(I, E) admits a minimal 
model, namely the unit algebra l(I). Thus by Theorem 3.10 and the closure 
properties of equational classes, AIgE,,(& E) admits an initial extensional model 
Z,,,(-%E) = T~l,no, (E), where K = Alg,,,(t;, E), which is initial in the class of all 
minimal, extensional models of E. However the higher type equational calculus 
need not be complete, even for ground zero-order equations, with respect to this 
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initial extensional model. We can choose S, 2 and an equational theory EC_ 
Eqn(E, X) so that for some zero-order type (TE S and ground equation eE 
Eqn(2, X), we have ZEx,(& E) k e but E bL e. An example can be constructed from 
any w-incomplete first-order equational theory over 2. In practise, most recursive 
equational theories, e.g. theories of arithmetic, are w-incomplete. It follows from 
this incompleteness that the relation of provable equivalence =E need not be an 
extensional 2 congruence on the ground term algebra T(2). Thus we cannot usually 
construct ZEr,(2, E) as the quotient algebra T(E)/= ‘, as is done in first-order 
equational logic. To solve both of these problems we must resort to an infinitary 
calculus. 
4.4. Definition. For each function type (CT + T) E S and any terms t,, f, E 
Z(& X),,M,, 
{ eval (“+T’( lo, t) = eval’““‘( 1,) t) 1 1 E T(2),} 
t,= t, 
is an (infinitary) w-evaluation rule. 
By an infinitary proof using the rules of higher type equational deduction and 
the w-evaluation rules we mean the obvious generalisation of a finitary proof P 
using the rules of higher type equational deduction which allows the proof tree P 
to be infinitely branching and the use of the w-evaluation rule for each function 
type ((T+ T) E S. Let k,,, denote the inference relation between equational theories 
E G Eqn (Z, X) and equations e E Eqn (E, X), defined by E kW e if, and only if, there 
exists an infinitary proof of e from E using the rules of higher type equational 
deduction and the w-evaluation rules. Clearly if E t, e then A k e for every minimal 
extensional 2, E algebra A. Define the S-indexed family = ‘+J = {- ,T” 1 w E S} of 
binary relations = 5” on the term algebra T(2) by 
t=f+‘t’ ,a Ek,t=t’ 
for each type UE S and any terms t, t’E T(Z),. 
4.5. Proposition. Let E c Eqn(& X) be any equational theory. Then =E-w is an 
extensional 2 congruence on T(Z). 
Proof. Immediate from Definition 4.4. 0 
4.6. Lemma. Let E G Eqn(2, X) be any equational theory and K = Alg,,,(Z, E). 
Then T(Z)/=“,” = TMll,,(,,,(Z), and hence T(_Z)/E~,” is initial in Min(K). 
Proof. By Theorem 3.10, TMgnCKj(2) is initial in Min( K). Thus there exists a C 
homomorphism 4: TMi,(K)(Z)+ T(I)/=E+‘. Since TMlnCKI(E) and T(Z)/= E~w are 
both minimal 2, E algebras we need only show that there exists a C homomorphism 
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l/J: T(2)/=E,“+ TMi,,,K, (,I%). Define $ by $C,(l/-EE.W)= f/=Mi”‘K’, for each type 
(TE S and each term t E T(E),. Since the w-evaluation rules are sound for every 
minimal extensional E:, E algebra, Ic, is well defined. It is easily verified that I+!J is a 
2 homomorphism and so the result follows. 0 
Thus the infinitary higher type equational calculus, using the w-evaluation rules, 
gives us a syntactic construction of the initial extensional model of a higher type 
equational theory. The infinitary calculus is also ground equationally complete with 
respect to this model as a consequence of the following result. 
4.7. Lemma. Let E E Eqn(1, X) be any equational theory, let (o-+ G-) E S be any 
function type and let to= t, E Eqn(2, X),,,,,, be any ground equation of type (u + T). 
Then 
E t, to= I, e T(x.Y)/=E.” I= to= t,. 
Proof. (+) Since the w-evaluation rules are sound in every minimal extensional 
1, E algebra, if E I-, t,,= t, then T(E)/=E+’ I= to= t,. 
(e) Suppose E I+, t, = t,. Then for some term t E T(Z),, we must have 
E bL, eval (“+T’( t,, t) = eval’““‘( t, , t). 
By construction of T(Z)/G~,” we have T(Z)/= E+ I# eval’““‘( to, t) = 
eval “‘“‘(t,, t). So T(E)/=‘-’ # t,,= t,. 0 
4.8. Theorem. Let E G Eqn(& X) be any equational theory and e E Eqn(1, X) be 
any ground equation. Then 
E k,,, e e T(Z)/=‘-” k e. 
Proof. By induction on the complexity of types using Lemma 4.7. 0 
A similar proof shows that augmenting the higher type conditional equational 
calculus with the w-evaluation rules yields an infinitary calculus which is ground 
equationally complete with respect to the initial extensional model of a higher type 
conditional equational theory. This calculus also provides a syntactic construction 
of the initial extensional model for a higher type conditional equational theory. 
5. Characterisation theorems 
As is well known, the classes of models axiomatisable by syntactic subclasses of 
first-order formulae can often be characterised in terms of their model theoretic 
closure properties. The first result of this kind, the Variety Theorem of Birkhoff [2], 
asserts that the equationally axiomatisable classes of algebras are precisely the 
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varieties of algebras, i.e. the classes closed under homomorphic images, subalgebras 
and direct products. The Quasivariety Theorem of Malcev [17], asserts that the 
Horn axiomatisable classes of algebras are precisely the quasivarieties of algebras, 
i.e. the classes closed under isomorphic images, subalgebras, nonempty direct 
products and ultraproducts. We shall consider generalisations of both these results 
for higher type algebras. 
5.1. Definition. Let K be any class of 2 algebras. Then K is an extensional variety 
if, and only if, K k Ext and K is closed under the formation of extensional 
homomorphic images, extensional subalgebras and direct products. 
5.2. Proposition. Let K be an extensional variety. (i) There exists an S-indexed set K 
of cardinals such that for any S-indexed collection X of sets of variables, with 1 X ( 2 K, 
we have TK (E, X) E K. 
(ii) Min(K) is nonempty and hence TMi,CK,(Z) is initial in Min(K). 
Proof. (i) Immediate from Theorem 3.7. (ii) Follows from Theorem 3.10 and the 
fact that the unit algebra l(E) E Min(K). 0 
5.3. Extensional Variety Theorem. Let K be any class of 2 algebras. Then K is an 
extensional variety if, and only if K is an extensional equational class. 
Proof. (+) Suppose K is an extensional equational class. Then K = AlgEx,(I, E) 
for some set E G Eqn(1, X) of equations. 
Since E U Ext is an El Horn theory, K is closed under the formation of direct 
products. Consider any A E K and B sEx, A. Since B G A then B k E and by 
definition B i= Ext. Therefore BE K so that K is closed under the formation of 
extensional subalgebras. Consider any A E K and any 2 epimorphism 4: A-, B, 
where BE Alge,,(Z). Since E is a set of equations, B k E and hence BE K. Thus 
K is closed under the formation of extensional homomorphic images. Therefore K 
is an extensional variety. 
(3) Suppose K is an extensional variety. Let X = {XV 1 u E S} be any S-indexed 
family of infinite sets X, of variables. Consider the class 
K* = AkdT EqnK t-7 Xl). 
Clearly K c_ K * so we need only show that K * c K. 
Consider any S-indexed family Y = { Y,) o E S} of sets Y, of variables. We show 
that 
Eqn,(& Y) = Eqn,*(Z, Y). (1) 
Consider any u E S and t, t’E T(2, Y),. Suppose K” k t = t’. Then since K c K” 
we have K k t = t’. So Eqn,*(E, Y) G Eqn, (2, Y). Conversely suppose K k t = t’. 
Let 4 : Vars( t) U Vars( t’) --, X be any injection. Then 
K b 6,(r) = &At’)- 
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Since K* = AlgEl.,(E, Eqn, (2, X)) it follows that 
and hence K” k t = t’. So Eqn, (2, Y) G Eqn,*(E, Y) and hence (1) above holds. 
Now consider any A E K*. For sufficiently large K 2 IAl and S-indexed family 
Y = { Y, 1 u E S} of variables with ( Y[ 2 K we have, by Theorem 3.7, 
TK (2, Y) = T(E, Y)/=” E K 
and by (1) above =K and =K* are identical extensional 2 congruences on T(E, Y). 
Thus TK*(Z, Y) = TK (2, Y) E K. 
Let cr : Y + A be any surjective assignment. (Clearly (Y exists since 1 YI 2 IAl.) 
Consider the epimorphism G : T(E, Y) + A with kernel = ‘. Clearly = K* c = ‘. Thus 
A=(r(T(& Y))=T(& Y)/--n 
By Proposition 2.15, - ‘IK* is extensional since 3’ is extensional. Since TK*(E, Y) E 
K and by Proposition 2.14, K is closed under the formation of extensional quotients, 
A E K. Since A was arbitrarily chosen, K” c K. Thus K” = K, i.e. K is an extensional 
equational class. 0 
A (universal) equational Horn formula over _Z and X is an 9(x, X) formula of 
the form 
or 
(9 
ie, v le2 v . . . v ie,, v e,,, . (ii) 
Equational Horn formulas of the form (ii) are often known as positive or strict 
equational Horn formulas or conditional equations. We let Hcl(Z; X) denote the 
set of all equational Horn formulas over 2 and X. An equational Horn theory is a 
set of equational Horn formulas. A class K of 2 algebras is said to be an extensional 
equational Horn class if, and only if, K = AZg,,,(E, CD) for some equational Horn 
theory @ G Hcl(Z, X). Similarly, a conditional equational theory is a set of condi- 
tional equations and K is said to be an extensional conditional equational class if, 
and only if, K = Afg,,(Z, @) for some conditional equational theory 0 G Hcl(Z; X). 
If K is any class of 2 algebras then Hcl,(& X) = (4 E Hcl(2, X)1 K k 4) denotes 
the equational Horn theory of K. 
5.4. Proposition. Let K be an extensional equational Horn class. Then K is an 
extensional conditional equational class if, and only if; K admits unit 2 algebras. 
Proof. Trivial. 0 
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5.5. Definition. Let K be any class of 2 algebras. Then K is an extensional 
quasivariety if, and only if, K l= Ext and K is closed under the formation of 
isomorphic images, extensional subalgebras, nonempty direct products and ultra- 
products. 
5.6. Proposition. Let K be a nonempty extensional quasivariety. There exists an 
S-indexed family K of cardinals such that for any S-indexed collection X of sets of 
variables with 1x13 K we have 
TK (2, X) E K. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 3.7. 0 
We shall consider the existence of initial extensional algebras in extensional 
quasivarieties separately. 
5.7. Extensional Quasivariety Theorem. Let K be any class of 2 algebras. Then K is 
an extensional quasivariety if, and only if, K is an extensional equational Horn class. 
Proof. (e) Suppose K is an extensional equational Horn class. Then K = 
Alg,,,(& @) for some set @ E Hcl(2, X) of equational Horn formulas. Thus K is 
an El equational Horn class and so K is closed under the formation of isomorphic 
images, nonempty direct products and ultraproducts. Consider any AE K and 
BG Ex, A. Since B c A, B k @ and by definition B k Ext so that BE K. Thus K is 
closed under the formation of extensional subalgebras. Therefore K is an extensional 
quasivariety. 
(-) Suppose K k= Ext and K is closed under the formation of isomorphic images, 
extensional subalgebras, nonempty direct products and ultraproducts. If K is empty 
then trivially K is an extensional equational Horn class since 
K = Ak,,,(& {1(x = x)1). 
So suppose K is nonempty. Let X = {X,1 (TE S} be an S-indexed collection of 
infinite sets X,, of variables. Consider the class 
K* = &,,.,(A H& (2, X)). 
Clearly K i= Hcl, (2, X) u Ext and so K c K *. It suffices to prove the converse, 
namely K” c K. 
Consider any A E K*. Then A k Hcl, (2, X) U Ext. Let IA denote the S-sorted 
signature obtained by augmenting the set _Eh_ for each u E S, with a distinct new 
constant symbol a^ for each element a E A,. For any B E K and mapping /3 : A + B, 
let BO /3 denote the unique 2 A algebra with 2 reduct B 0 p I2 = B and a^,,p = &(a) 
for each u E S and a E A,,. Let (Y : A + A be the S-indexed family of identity mappings 
and let 
A(A) = EqnA@Q(EA) u IneqnA&(EA) 
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denote the equational diagram of A, where 
Ineqn,@,(ZA) ={l(t= t’)Iu~ S, t, t’~ T(E”)<, and 
AOa k ~(t = t’)}. 
Using the fact that K is closed under the formation of nonempty direct products, 
it is easily shown that for each finite subset A c A(A), there exists B” E K and 
/3” : A+ B” such that 
Then, since K is closed under the formation of ultraproducts, there exists BE K 
and p : A + B such that BOP k A(A). Since A is generated by the S-indexed family 
A of carrier sets and BO/3 != A(A), there exists a EA embedding 4 : A@a + B@/3, 
and hence a 2 embedding IJ!J :A + B. 
Now $(A) = A and A is extensional, so $(A) is an extensional 2 subalgebra of 
B. Since K is closed under the formation of extensional 2 subalgebras, +(A) E K. 
Since A = $(A) and K is closed under the formation of isomorphic images, A E K. 
Since A was arbitrarily chosen, K * c K and so K * = K. Hence K is an extensional 
equational Horn class. 0 
5.8. Corollary. Let K be any class of 2 algebras. Then K is an extensional conditional 
equational class if, and only if, K is an extensional quasivariety which admits unit 
algebras. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 5.7 and Proposition 5.4. 0 
Finally we turn to the question of the existence of initial extensional algebras in 
extensional quasivarieties. By definition, quasivarieties (i.e. equational Horn classes) 
are closed under the formation of subalgebras and thus we are always guaranteed 
the existence of a minimal model in any nonempty quasivariety. By contrast, a 
nonempty extensional quasivariety K need not admit any minimal models. The 
reason for this is that K may be the class of all models of an w-inconsistent theory. 
5.9. Example. Consider the type basis B = {nut}, the second-order type structure 
S = {naf, (nut + nut)} and the S-typed signature 1 with 0 E Zh+,, and s,f; g E 
z h,~no,+na,j. Let Qi be the equational Horn theory consisting of the equations 
eval (nar-nar)(J; t) = eval’““““a”(g, t) 
for each closed term t E T(X),,,, together with the Horn formula l(f=g). Then 
@U Ext is consistent and has an extensional model. However @U Ext is w-incon- 
sistent and has no minimal model. 
The situation for extensional quasivarieties with respect to initial extensional 
algebras can be summarised as follows. 
5.10. Theorem. Let K be a nonempty extensional quasivariety. 
(i) If K is an extensional conditional equational class then Min(K) is nonempty 
and hence TM,,,( K j (2) is initial in Min(K). 
(ii) Min( K) is nonempty (and hence TMln,,KK ) (2) is initial in Min(K)) iJ and only 
if, K = AlgEx,(I, @) where @ is an equational Horn theory and @ U Ext is w-consistent. 
Proof. (i) Immediate from Proposition 5.4 and Theorem 3.10. 
(ii) (+) By Theorem 5.7, K = Alg,,,(& @) for some equational Horn theory 
@ c Hcl(2, X). So if Min( K) is nonempty then @ U Ext must be w-consistent. 
(c=) Suppose K = AlgE,,(Z, @) where Cp s Hcl(2, X) and @ U Ext is w-consistent. 
Define the S-indexed family =“+ of binary relations on T(2) by t -,Tw t’ if, and 
only if, I = t’ is provable from @ using the rules of the many-sorted conditional 
equational calculus augmented by the projection and evaluation rules of Definition 
4.1 and the w-evaluation rules of Definition 4.4. It is easily shown that =4’w is an 
extensional 2 congruence on T(Z) and that T(Z)/=@3’u k @ by the w-consistency 
of @UExt. So T(E)/=@‘.” E Min( K) and hence Min( K ) is nonempty. 0 
6. Concluding remarks 
In this paper our aim has been to set out the elementary theory of higher type 
universal algebra. We shall conclude with a few remarks about the applications of 
this theory in computer science. 
With a small number of exceptions, e.g. Malcolm [IS], the general model theory 
of finite type theory has received little attention in mathematical logic where it arose. 
Perhaps this is because mathematical practise has presented few examples of 
structures which can be formalised as general models. The higher-order concepts 
arising in areas such as number theory, analysis or topology, mostly call for true 
second-order or higher-order model theory (widely regarded as intractable with 
present model theoretic methods, see for example Barwise and Feferman [ 1 J), or 
at best the model theory of weak second-order or infinitary logic. 
By contrast computer science is relatively rich in examples of structures which 
fit into the framework of general models. For example, the semantics of any 
deterministic programming language, which assigns functions as the denotations of 
programs, can be formulated as the minimal subalgebra of the appropriate function 
space, generated by applying the denotations of programming constructs (operators) 
to the denotations of atomic programs (functions). In the metamathematics of 
programming logics, countable subalgebras of function spaces arise naturally as 
nonstandard models which support completeness and independence results. We 
hope to report further on both these observations in future work. 
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